
LENOVO’S THINKVISION 
MONITORS TRANSFORM 
PRODUCTIVITY
ThinkVision monitors offer visual clarity and versatility while 
combining leading-edge features, and outstanding expansion 
capabilities that enable superior productivity.  
From simplifying the expansion of desktop technologies  
to amplifying productivity, these monitors are your constant 
companions to advance business priorities.

Superior Multitasking

PRODUCTIVITY MATTERS  
TO BUSINESS

How Can a Monitor Enhance Productivity?

By connecting up to two 4K monitors or four full-HD  
large screen monitors, users can see more details with  
absolute clarity to work on data-intensive files with  
ease. A noticeable benefit is the higher screen real estate.

Universal Connectivity
The Thunderbolt™ 3 or USB-C interface enables 
effortless connectivity, ensuring fast data and 
video transition while also charging mobile devices 
simultaneously—achieve all this with just one cable.

Enhanced Ergonomics 
User-centric designs ensure that these monitor stands  
can bend, twist, and flex to almost any position.  
User-friendly controls like the legendary TrackPoint  
enable intuitive interaction with the monitor.

Enabling employees with the right set of tools is a proven 
productivity enhancer. ThinkVision monitors allow users  
to expand their desktop space and provide the solution— 
from dual sources for a single monitor to daisy chaining two 
4K monitors, from multi-monitor stands to native Tiny-in-One 
support. Multitasking has never been this easy. 

Multi-device Support
The built-in Thunderbolt™ 3 or USB-C ports allow you  
to connect the monitor to multiple devices; users can 
connect smartphones and tablets effortlessly. These 
monitors drive user experience with cross-compatibility.

16:10 

Higher Aspect Ratio
Enjoy widescreen performance while getting more 
information at a glance. The 16:10 monitors display  
up to 5 additional lines on web pages, up to 7 extra lines 
on PDF documents, and up to 3 extra layers on graphic 
design tools for convenient content viewing and creation. 

Built with
Purpose®

ThinkVision P32u-10

ThinkVision X1

ThinkVision P27u



ThinkVision Monitor Features for Productivity
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TÜV Eye Comfort Certification
The TÜV Eye Comfort certified monitors ensure visuals 
are flicker-free, emit lower blue light radiation, and reduce 
disturbing reflections when viewed from different angles. 
ThinkVision monitors eliminate eye-fatigue, making  
extended working hours less stressful and more productive.

Enhanced Aspect Ratio
16:10 Borderless designs provide an immersive visual 

experience helping users to work more efficiently.  
The enhanced screen area means that there is 13%  
more information visible and 11% more pixels. Improved  
user experience translates to faster dissemination  
of information, leading to higher productivity.

Monitor Stands
Boost productivity by connecting extra monitors  
to enhance visual data. The ergonomic lift, tilt, pivot, 
and swivel functions of flexible monitor stands, enable 
users to position the monitor in a way that suits their 
working style or posture. Lenovo has versatile solutions 
to meet every need.  

Touch-enabled Display
The multitouch display allows you to take  
full advantage of touch-enabled applications.  
Easy navigation and improved interactions  
with Windows 10 Pro-enabled software and  
tools facilitate easy ideation and execution. 
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Daisy Chaining
Conveniently boost productivity with minimal fuss. 
Effective expandability using the one-cable solution 
provides employees the opportunity to seamlessly 
connect up to two 4K monitors or up to four full-HD 
monitors to get more screen real estate. 

Multi-monitor Setup
With the native support for Thunderbolt™ 3 and DisplayPort, 
screen expansion is seamless. Equipped with the capability 
to support up to four 4K monitors, you can experience 
excellent visual clarity, true colors, minimized glare,  
and wide viewing angles. These multi-monitor setups allow 
users to take full advantage of graphics-intensive programs, 
offering maximum comfort with superior viewing.

Picture-in-Picture/Picture-by-Picture
For users who have multiple computing devices, they now 
have a single point of display and are able to view dual 
sources on a single screen. Easily enable PIP/PBP with  
a simple click and drag the window to a larger display. 
Users now have the capability to look at the bigger picture.

Powerful Thunderbolt™ 3 
The built-in Thunderbolt™ 3 ports allow you to connect  
a plethora of devices. Users can transfer heavy files  
to an external hard drive at lightning speed, without 
any hassle. This versatile connectivity solution enables 
seamless multitasking by allowing users to connect  
external displays to view and compare several  
files simultaneously.


